Online auction ending on 17th May 2022
IMPORTANT AUCTION INFORMATION
Auction ending Tuesday 17th May 2022 from 12 Noon
Do Not Bid unless you are confident you can pay & collect promptly
Payment & Collection deadline:
Opening Hours for Collection:

4 pm Thursday 19th May 2022
9am–4pm Wednesday 18th & Thursday 19th May 2022

Robson Kay Do Not Package or Deliver
All lots are situated at Robson Kay’s premises in South Manchester and are available to view by
prior appointment, which is strongly encouraged. No lots are tested or warranted. No refunds or
rights of comeback are offered in relation to any aspect of any lot.
All lots are subject to a buyer’s premium of 17.5% + VAT
Most lots in this sale are subject to VAT on the hammer price however many are not - see the
individual lot descriptions

Immediately below are answers to the most commonly asked questions, followed by a more
detailed explanation of the bidding process:
a)

b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

In signing up to the auction, you agree to a payment & collection deadline made clear in
every lot description, typically two working days after the sale. If you cannot pay & collect
within the deadline, DO NOT BID. We do not deliver or package. We appreciate this
timescale is tight, however it is made clear before bidding. Do not choose to participate in
this sale if you cannot adhere to this timescale. It is the responsibility of the bidder to ensure
they complete in time, not the responsibility of the auctioneer to chase
If your registration has been declined, we will most likely have issued a refundable deposit
request – payment of same will lead to your approval to bid. The deposit is refundable if
you do not bid or if you spend less than your deposit.
No paperwork is sent out until the last lot has closed. No collections take place on the day
the sale ends. Emails come from @bidspotter/@ibidder email addresses – ensure they are
not in your spam filter. The winning bidder notification sent out after the sale ends contains
all the important information you need to complete your purchase, including you paddle
number which you should quote at all times.
You must pay by bank transfer or online payment with credit/debit card – there are no
cashiering services at Robson Kay
All goods are located at Robson Kay Associates Ltd, Tilson Road, Manchester, M23 9GF
unless otherwise clearly stated. We are usually open for collection on the two days following
the sale from 9am – 4pm. We do not close for lunch and you do not need an appointment
to collect.
Bids are legally binding. There are no rights of comeback, guarantee, refund or return, no
matter what the reason. Please do not bid unless you have viewed to your satisfaction prior.
Lot descriptions cannot be relied upon to be accurate and items may be unfit for purpose.
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BIDDING PROCESS
1) REGISTRATION
We host all our online auctions on Bidspotter and iBidder You must have a Bidspotter (or iBidder)
account to sign up to any of our sales
Please ensure you read & understand the rules of each auction that you sign up to. Every auctioneer
operates differently and independently from each other, so the rules for each auction differ,
sometimes significantly.
Your credit card details are used for the purposes of an identity check, not for payment
If you fail the I.D. check and/or have no bidding history and/or have one or more incidents where you
have failed to pay any Bidspotter auctioneer and/or you are based overseas, you are likely to either
be declined and/or sent a refundable deposit request. If you pay the deposit, you will be approved to
bid. The deposit will be returned immediately the sale is over in the event you are unsuccessful
Please therefore ensure that you sign-up well in advance of the sale – if you wait until the day the sale
is closing before signing up to the sale, there is a strong chance you will not be approved in time to
bid
Remember all bids are legally binding. Also please remember that we will not change the bidders
details on the invoice so you must register in the name you wish the invoice to be addressed to
Do Not give your password to anyone else – it is NOT a valid excuse post-sale to claim a
relative/employee/partner/friend/etc bid on your account without your permission – the registrant
will still be held liable for all bidding activity
PLEASE NOTE many of our auctions are not suited to overseas bidders - the requirement to package
and collect within two days means overseas bidders are unlikely to be able to comply with our terms.
Should you feel you can comply, please contact us to discuss further and note in the event we do
approve you to bid, a substantial deposit will be required of £2,000 before such approval is granted.
2) VIEWING & BIDDING
VIEWING is strictly by prior appointment. Viewing is highly encouraged.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19 at the beginning of 2020, we have periodically changed our rules in
line with English Law and Public Health England. There is currently no requirement to wear a mask
when visiting our premises.
We have sanitizer stations at each entrance which you must use when entering our premises. We
operate from spacious premises where social distancing is easy to maintain. We regularly sanitize the
premises and the lots. Other than viewing, we keep visitors to a minimum. For viewing, we stagger
arrival times to ensure there are never large numbers of visitors here at the same time
PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY: If you have any symptoms, or have recently tested positive, or may have
come into contact with someone who has tested positive, please stay at home
No children under 16 permitted on the premises.
All lots are sold as seen - it is assumed in the act of bidding that all bidders have viewed lots prior. No
allowances of any description whatsoever will be made in the event of problems as a result of failure
to view - it is our strong advice not to bid on anything at all if you have not viewed to your satisfaction
first - our descriptions and photos are insufficient to rely wholly upon for the purposes of bidding
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Lots close at short intervals. You can bid at any time prior to the lot closing. You can either bid at the
next available bidding level, or leave a maximum bid, in which instance the system will generate bids
on your behalf, buying the lot as cheaply as possible, subject to what others bid and the level or reserve
(if any)
Should you attempt to place a bid ‘off increment’, the system will advise at the time you attempt to
place your bid. The increments increase as the lot price goes up - £5 increments up to £100, then £10
increments up to £300, then in £20 increments, etc
Please Note all sales on Bidspotter use `auto bid extension`. If a bid is placed with less than 10 minutes
remaining (for that specific lot only) the end time automatically extends by a further 10 minutes. This
will keep occurring until there is a 10 minute period with no bids.
3) BUYER’S PREMIUM & VAT
A Buyer's Premium of 17.5% + VAT is applied to all lots in all sales. Buyer's Premium is always subject
to VAT which can never be zero rated or refunded, even for exporters
In most auctions, the majority of lots are also subject to VAT on the hammer price. However if the
vendor is not VAT registered, or if the lot is VAT exempt, the lot price will not be subject to VAT
Please look at the additional fees tab in the individual lot descriptions to establish whether VAT applies
to the lot in question
Strictly for those who register with an address outside the UK, a VAT refund may be possible for those
exporting - see our full terms & conditions for full details. If you register with a UK address, no refund
of VAT will be possible under ANY circumstances
If you will be looking to reclaim the VAT, it is IMPERATIVE that you inform us at the time of payment claims only first registered weeks after the sale will be impossible to facilitate
4) PAYMENT & COLLECTION
You will receive a ‘winning bidder notification’ email shortly after the last lot closes, with details of the
lots purchased & total balance. This email also contains your paddle number, which you should quote
in all communications including as a bank transfer reference should you pay by that method. Indeed
almost all commonly asked questions are answered in the winning bidder notification.
Emails come from @bidspotter or @ibidder email addresses – ensure you look out for same. If you do
not think you have received an email by close of business on the day the sale ends, it is your
responsibility to check your spam filters or contact us.
You will also receive a ‘payment request’ email, shortly after the ‘winning bidder notification’, which
allows you to pay either:
- Online by credit/debit card
or alternatively
- Bank Transfer using the account details in the winning bidder notification
No in person payments are allowed.
No card payments are taken over the phone.
We Do Not Accept Cash
Balances must be paid in full & all goods collected within the timescale stipulated for the auction in
question, typically two working days after the sale ends. Our opening hours for collection are 9am 4pm
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No appointment is necessary and we do not close for lunch
Most won lots are now brought to the loading bay/door, for buyers to then load themselves. Although
this practice started as a result of COVID restrictions, for now we will continue with this policy to avoid
un-necessary visits inside the premises
Loading of larger items using our Fork Lift Truck and driver is often possible (for a small charge)
however not all lots are suited – please check prior to bidding
We will NOT palletise which means you will still need to send manpower to assist with loading your
lots. Please remember that pallets are excluded and therefore should you wish to remove pallets with
the lots still on them, you will need to bring like for like pallets to exchange (e.g. euro, regular and
blue).
No collections will be possible on the day the auction ends - wait until the morning following the sale
before visiting to avoid a wasted journey
COLLECTION DEADLINE: YOU WILL BE CHARGED a late collection/payment charge if you do not collect
in time. It is deliberately high in the hope that buyers will make every possible effort to pay & collect
promptly.
Goods paid for but not collected within one week of the collection deadline will be treated as
abandoned unless agreed in writing with Robson Kay prior. Failure to pay will result in a block on the
Bidspotter / i-Bidder platforms. We reserve the right to sell the goods elsewhere if goods are not paid
for within the payment deadline.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM ASSIST WITH POSTAGE OR PACKAGING - PLEASE BEAR THIS
IN MIND BEFORE BIDDING. We do not supply boxes or packing materials, nor do we deliver.
This means if you send a carrier (or attend to uplift in person), you must remember we will not put
the lot/s you have won in a box/bag/envelope, seal/tape up a box, lend tools to help dismantle
machinery, load items on a pallet, shrink wrap pallets/items, label anything, weigh lots or indeed do
anything other than point you/your carrier in the direction of the lots in question and supervise their
removal. If this will pose a problem, DO NOT BID. After every sale, at least one bidder will ask us to
‘bend the rules’ giving a most compelling reason for same. THIS MEANS WE WILL NOT ASSIST IN THE
DISPATCH OR COLLECTION OF LOTS – NO EXCEPTIONS – Do not ask for an exception to be made as
our refusal may offend
5) FULL TERMS
Please ensure that you read our full terms & conditions for further details
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BT60 AYE Iveco Daily 35S11 MWB refrigerated box van with multiple compartments (ex-Tesco), 5
speed automatic, 2287cc diesel engine. Colour: white/blue. First registered: 14.12.10. Total
number of keepers: 4. Current owner: Floral Imports Ltd – In Liquidation. This lot does not include
a physical logbook. The GOV.UK website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 19.01.23,
however there is no physical MOT certificate included with this lot. Recorded mileage: 217,556.
Specification: CD player, electric windows, side lockable refrigerated compartments, central locking.
NB1 key barrel snapped - see photos. NB2 non-runner - unable to start
Large Wood Stone pizza oven on stand
4 off assorted long handled paddles
6 off assorted computer monitors
2 off dark grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinets
Pale grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet
Micromark coffee filter machine - includes one jug
Overhead/salamander grill
Flavel domestic integrated oven
4 off assorted high back upholstered stools
Mobile ice cream serving freezer
Upholstered sofa on wooden frame plus black pouffe/footstool
Muffin warmer on twin tier stainless steel table
Drop in warming unit
Turbo fan gas oven
The contents of a pallet of soap & towel dispensers
Lincat stainless steel floor standing twin well deep fat fryer
Williams stainless steel commercial fridge
Gram stainless steel commercial fridge
Maidaid stainless steel double width pass through dishwasher
Williams single door fridge
True Refrigeration stainless steel commercial freezer
True Refrigeration stainless steel commercial freezer
Williams stainless steel commercial fridge
Williams stainless steel commercial freezer
Polar stainless steel commercial fridge model 9592
Polar stainless steel triple door refrigerated prep cabinet
Meiko model DV80.2 stainless steel commercial dishwasher
Electrolux stainless steel commercial dishwasher model WT55ADG1
Electrolux stainless steel commercial dishwasher
Hobart stainless steel commercial dishwasher
Winterhalter stainless steel commercial dishwasher
Winterhalter stainless steel commercial dishwasher
Classeq Duo 750 stainless steel glass washer/dishwasher
Classeq Duo 3 stainless steel glass washer/dishwasher
Falcon stainless steel floor standing fryer
Falcon stainless steel floor standing fryer
Falcon stainless steel floor standing fryer
Falcon Fastron for Infinity stainless steel floor standing fryer
Floor standing fryer - marked as being for spares & repairs
Blue Seal Vee-ray twin well stainless steel floor standing fryer
Valentine stainless steel floor standing fryer
Williams stainless steel under counter commercial fridge
Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290
Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290
Foster stainless steel under counter fridge model HR150-A
Falcon stainless steel large 6-ring gas oven. NB missing pan supports
Falcon stainless steel large 6-ring gas oven
Falcon 350 benchtop stainless steel twin gas hob unit. NB missing discs on top
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Stainless steel fast food warming pass unit
Hobart stainless steel large commercial oven on mobile stand
Victor stainless steel warming cupboard
Bakers Pride twin compartment oven
Falcon Dominator oven with hot plates
Stainless steel low height mobile refrigerated unit
Hoshizaki ice maker model IM-240DNE-23
Domestic chest freezer
Scotsman EC0800 air cooled remote condenser
Stainless steel mobile warming/serving unit
Stainless steel twin bowl sink arrangement incorporating mixer taps, drainer & shelf below
F.E.M. stainless steel conveyor toaster
Falcon stainless steel floor standing fryer
6 assorted ice making machines/similar by Hoshizaki & Manitowoc
Falcon overhead salamander grill
Blue Seal salamander overhead grill
Lincat stainless steel adjustable height grill
2 off assorted Lincat urns
Stainless steel overhead grill
Stainless steel overhead grill
Wolf large mobile gas barbeque/griddle
Comercia electric meat slicer
Foster stainless steel under counter fridge model HR150-A
8 stacking blue trays
The contents of a pallet of cardboard boxes
24 boxes of Maui & Sons coconut chips - each box contains 72 off 40g bags. Best before date
November 2018
24 boxes of Maui & Sons coconut chips - each box contains 72 off 40g bags. Best before date
November 2018
Hobart Eco Max stainless steel pass through dishwasher system incorporating in & out feeder tables
Polar Refrigeration tall clear front display fridge
Polar tall white freezer
White mid-height domestic fridge
Essenchill under counter fridge
Polar stainless steel under counter fridge model CD080
Apollo white under counter fridge model AUCR150
Beko slimline under counter fridge model UL483APW
Tefcold mobile ice cream serving freezer incorporating metal shelf above glass serve over section,
lockable sliding doors, etc. This lot also includes freestanding ice cream display stand & 3 handheld
scoop devices for use with same
Hobart commercial mixer incorporating removable bowl, guard & 3 assorted paddle/mixer
attachments
Electric nut grinding machine/cashew nut butter machine
Interlevin modern stainless steel & glass refrigerated display unit with sliding doors at rear
Stainless steel twin tier table, max dimensions approximately 160 x 28 x 33cm
Casio model V-R7000-BD touchscreen EPOS unit including cash drawer & handheld barcode scanner
Xprinter receipt printer including external power supply
Epson model M188B receipt printer including external power supply
Casio UP-400 receipt printer including external power supply
Samsung Tab A6 model SM-T280 8GB tablet including charging cable
Samsung Tab A6 model SM-T280 8GB tablet including charging cable & charging plug
Samsung Tab A6 model SM-T280 8GB tablet including charger & charging cable
Overhead flexi spray tap system
Stainless steel triple tier mobile table/trolley, max external dimensions 120cm x 60cm x 97cm
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Large stainless steel twin bowl sink arrangement incorporating taps, drainers & shelves below, max
external dimensions 220cm x 65cm x 98cm
Stainless steel table on wheels, max dimensions 126cm x 62cm x 94cm
JR model T-101 blender including 2 jugs each with a complete lid plus plunger for use with same
JR model T-101 blender including jug with complete lid & plunger
3 off small black digital platform scales
3 off stainless steel twin wall wine coolers plus 2 off corkscrews
Quantity of coffee/drinks making related items including stainless steel jugs, shakers, utensils &
more
Stainless steel table, max dimensions 126cm x 62cm x 91cm
Stainless steel table, max dimensions 126cm x 62cm x 91cm
HIK Vision DVR plus monitor
La Spaziale commercial coffee grinder
La Spaziale Caffé D'Autore two head/group commercial coffee machine
Gold coloured microwave
Large stainless steel heavy-duty twin tier mobile table, max dimensions 200cm x 65cm x 86cm
Locker system with 4 compartments, each suitable for being locked with a padlock (no padlocks
included)
Vogue stainless steel twin tier table/stand, max dimensions 44cm x 46cm x 45cm
Multifunction ladder system capable of being used as a rung ladder or a stepladder
Mixed lot comprising chair, water filter, DECT telephone & Salter scales
4-tier bolt-free racking system, max dimensions approximately 90cm x 60cm x 185cm
Nelson stainless steel glass washer
Hoshizaki ice maker model IM-65NE-HC
Imperial stainless steel floor standing twin fat fryer
Ecomax by Hobart stainless steel pass through dishwasher including feeder table
Vogue stainless steel mobile tray rack including 3 assorted trays
Waring blender including 2 stainless steel jugs
Quantity of chopping boards plus rack for use with same
Santos juice blender. NB incomplete & damaged as pictured
Buffalo stainless steel twin magnetised milkshake maker
Dualit 4-slice toaster
2 off Bravilor Bonamat insulated dispensing jugs
Buffalo benchtop induction hob
Nemox Gelato Chef 5L automatic ice cream maker
Digital scales with twin display
Cookworks pressure cooker model MY-CS6007WPA
Buffalo benchtop fryer
5 large stock pots plus quantity of lids
16 assorted sauce pans
12 mini pans/skillets
25 off twin handle cast iron mini pans with circa 18cm diameter
33 assorted rectangular & square stainless steel containers
35 oval stainless steel platters in 2 sizes, one being circa 20cm long & the other being circa 36cm
long
Row of stainless steel items comprising assorted round bowls plus large rectangular lids
The contents of a tray of napkin, salt, pepper & sugar dispensers
The contents of a tray of tea & coffee jugs, cups & mugs
2 crates of utensils & ancillaries
4 baby highchairs
13 tables, in assorted square & rectangular sizes, 8 being fully assembled & the other 5 comprising
tabletops & pedestal bases as pictured
Polar Refrigeration stainless steel 3-door refrigerated prep counter with marble top & saladette
hinged access top opening
Polar Refrigeration 3-door stainless steel refrigerated prep cabinet
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Polar Refrigeration model CD-080 stainless steel under counter fridge
Polar large black backbar bottle fridge with triple sliding doors
Rational self-cooking centre 6-grid oven on dedicated tray holding stand
Stainless steel benchtop electric hot plate/hob system
Buffalo benchtop twin fryer
Stainless steel twin tier low height table, max dimensions approx 170cm x 80cm x 63cm
Fagor benchtop solid top cooker
2 assorted pieces of domestic refrigeration
Fima heavy-duty mixer
Vogue stainless steel twin tier table, 60cm x 70cm x 90cm
Apple 64GB iPad model A1395
Apple MacBook Air notebook computer model A1369 including charger
Acer notebook computer including power pack/charger
Texet laminator plus HP multifunction LaserJet printer & additional cartridge for use with same
Stainless steel table circa 44cm x 70cm x 86cm
The contents of a pallet of assorted glassware, crates included
12 assorted bottles of assorted red & rosé wine sold under AWRS number XQAW00000101017
9 assorted bottles of white wine & Prosecco sold under AWRS number XQAW00000101017
8 assorted bottles of spirits including Glenfiddich 12 year old plus Beefeater gin, Havana rum &
assorted Tequila sold under AWRS number XQAW00000101017. All the bottles appear to be sealed
16 assorted bottles, mostly containing liqueurs, plus variety of other drinks including syrups sold
under AWRS number XQAW00000101017. Most of the bottles appear sealed, however a small
number of bottles appear to have been opened
6 blue metal folding café tables
The contents of a pallet of glassware, bar mats & similar
LEC chest freezer circa 112cm x 64cm
Polar Refrigeration model CD084 large stainless steel commercial fridge
Falcon stainless steel 6-ring gas oven
Kenwood microwave model K25MMS14
Samsung 1850W commercial microwave model CM1919
Buffalo stainless steel warming cupboard
Stainless steel 6-ring gas oven
Easy stainless steel commercial dishwasher including water filtration equipment
Ace stainless steel twin deep fat fryer on stand
Domestic style rectangular dining table plus 6 dining chairs
Rational self-cooking centre 5 senses 6-grid oven on stand
Apollo model AGNRU2 stainless steel large commercial twin door fridge
Apollo model 6594-02 stainless steel large commercial twin door fridge
Stainless steel mobile refrigerated twin door prep cabinet incorporating marble/granite top &
saladette dispenser towards the rear
Large single ring gas burner with connection pipe
Atosa triple door stainless steel refrigerated prep cabinet
Triple door stainless steel refrigerated prep cabinet with top hinged saladette dispenser
Large mobile stainless steel twin tier table including freestanding stainless steel pass, max
dimensions of table (excluding pass) approx 240cm x 65cm x 87cm. Dimensions of removable pass
approx 140cm x 50cm x 55cm
Tepro commercial benchtop vacuum sealer (stand in photographs is excluded as that forms lot 189)
Mobile tray holding stainless steel stand, 82cm x 64cm x 86cm
Stainless steel twin door refrigerated prep cabinet with saladette section at rear & marble/granite
top
Blizzard stainless steel under counter commercial freezer
Falcon stainless steel mobile floor standing indoor griddle/barbeque
Hambrah backbar/bottle fridge in navy blue
Hambrah backbar/bottle fridge in navy blue
Hambrah backbar/bottle fridge in navy blue
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Hambrah backbar/bottle fridge in navy blue
Classic stainless steel dishwasher on dedicated stand
Vac-Star CSC stainless steel benchtop sous vide/water bath
Robot Coupe stainless steel ice cream maker
Polar benchtop ice machine
Stainless steel twin tier table, max external dimensions 180cm x 60cm x 92cm
Stainless steel twin bowl sink incorporating drainer & shelf below. This lot includes mixer tap system
with built-in overhead flexi tap spray wash system
Sirman benchtop mincer
Stainless steel twin tier table, max dimensions 40cm x 65cm x 100cm
Stainless steel twin tier table, max dimensions 45cm x 70cm x 80cm
Tall domestic single door freezer
Lincat stainless steel salamander grill
Lincat stainless steel benchtop warming unit
Stainless steel table, max dimensions 120cm x 45cm x 84cm
Stainless steel table incorporating drawer & shelving section
Anfim commercial coffee grinder
Commercial 6-slice toaster
Vitamix blender including jug
Stainless steel twin tier table, max dimensions 180cm x 60cm x 155cm
Bartlett stainless steel 4-shelf storage unit, max dimensions 90cm x 45cm x 152cm
3 off stainless steel wall-mountable shelves each including brackets. Each shelf measures approx
150cm x 30cm
2 off stainless steel wall-mountable shelves each including brackets. Each shelf measures approx
60cm x 30cm
17 matching square tables each comprising black metal frame with wooden top. Each table
measures 70cm square & is 76cm high
8 off matching chairs comprising wooden frame & woven seat base. NB the chairs in lots 219 - 221
all match
8 off matching chairs comprising wooden frame & woven seat base. NB the chairs in lots 219 - 221
all match
10 off matching chairs comprising wooden frame & woven seat base. NB the chairs in lots 219 - 221
all match
Pair of matching wooden dining chairs
10 off matching stacking chairs comprising white metal frames & wooden backs/bases
4 off matching stools
Set of café furniture suitable for indoor & outdoor use in dusty pink finish comprising 2 metal round
tables, 4 metal chairs & 4 removable green cushions. NB all fold for storage purposes
Black metal coat stand
Wooden coat stand
Floor standing lamp
4 off stacking matching babies highchairs
Folding step system
2 off slotted shelves incorporating mounting brackets, each shelf measuring approx 115cm x 40cm
Sharp microwave
Vollrath heavy-duty mixer with removable bowl & 3 assorted attachments (whisk, paddle & hook)
Expobar model G-10 2 group commercial coffee machine including water filter & cleaning powder
plus other ancillaries all as pictured
BH coffee tamper in dedicated zip-up case
Bamix 350W G350 long stem handheld stick blender
Large quantity of metal trays in 3 stacks as pictured
Large quantity of rectangular & square stainless steel dishes plus large quantity of lids for use with
same, as pictured
2 off oval trays plus 2 folding tray stands
13 off skillets/frying pans, each circa 25cm diameter - 30cm diameter
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10 small skillets/frying pans, each circa 20cm diameter
6 assorted small sauté pans, diameter 21cm
6 assorted small sauté pans, diameter 17cm
5 assorted stock pots & similar
22 assorted large metal rectangular dishes in assorted depths plus quantity of lids for use with same
2 stacks of stainless steel rectangular trays including one perforated tray
Quantity of chopping boards plus stand/dispenser for use with same
Mixed lot comprising terrine dishes with lids, small pan, wooden bowl, dispensing sieve & more this lot comprises one row as pictured plus the small quantity of plasticware to the right as can be
seen in the photos
3 very large stock pots & colanders
The contents of a crate of assorted kitchen utensils & similar. NB crate excluded
The contents of a crate of assorted kitchen utensils & similar. NB crate excluded
The contents of a crate of moulds, rings & similar. NB crate excluded
2 off cutlery dispensers & contents of same
2 rows of assorted stainless steel items including bowls, baskets, sieves, trays, jugs & more
3 off metal & wood wine racks
Quantity of Thorben plastic modular wine racking, comprising 14 shelves which each hold 4 bottles.
The shelves can be assembled in as few or as many layers as one wishes
The contents of a pallet of assorted food ingredients including herbs, spices, granola, mirin & more.
This lot also includes the contents of the plastic crate pictured in front of same
The contents of a crate of cling film, pastry bags, greaseproof paper & more
9 tins of Illy coffee, each tin containing 250g of ground filter coffee. Dated February 2021
4 off 20 litre containers of rapeseed oil, best before date August 2023
Stainless steel twin tier pass/shelving unit, approx 175cm long
Metal multi-compartment storage unit/sideboard in grey with gold drawers
Triple rung ladder measuring approx 2.6m - 5.4m fully extended. Includes stabilising bar
3 off assorted white radiator covers
Baby changing system
The contents of a pallet of cleaning consumables comprising washing up liquid, rinse aid, blue &
white paper towel, toilet tissue & more
Quantity of first aid related items & PPE comprising eye wash station, disposable gloves, first aid
equipment & more
3 tubs of assorted cleaning tablets & similar. NB not all the tubs are full
8 boxes of fire lighter
Quantity of plastic bags, cleaning cloths, wipes & more comprising the contents of a crate plus the
2 cardboard boxes stacked in front of same
Quantity of assorted plastic crates & bins in 3 stacks as pictured
The contents of a pallet of assorted items including paper bags, weatherproof sockets, ornamental
items, cleaning items, ashtrays & much more
Numatic Charles vacuum cleaner
The contents of a crate of hand tools
Cocktail/drinks items comprising 8 wine coolers plus quantity of cocktail shakers, 2 off buckets & set
of measures
18 assorted glass carafes & other handle-less jugs
24 glass tumblers
34 Chef & Sommelier wine glasses. NB although some of these glasses are in Riedel boxes, the
glasses all appear to be by Chef & Sommelier
26 Riedel matching wine glasses
23 assorted wine & brandy glasses plus whisky tumblers
33 assorted Champagne flutes & traditional coupe glasses
48 assorted tumblers, port/sherry glasses & shot glasses
21 Loveramics Urban tumbler glasses, some boxed
Quantity of miniature serving bowls, spoons & boards. This lot also includes 18 tealight holders
8 Hario double glass coffee presses
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75 small photo frames, 5 x 7"
3 off assorted size Thermos flasks
6 off Sabichi 750ml glass & stainless steel teapots - mostly boxed
3 large bags of tealights
7 assorted MCC bowls & similar
17 off MCC assorted jugs
11 off MCC sauce/gravy jugs
23 MCC tumblers/serving bowls
15 off MCC small/side plates with diameters typically around 17cm. NB in a number of slightly
different styles & sizes
13 off MCC plates with diameters typically around 20cm. NB in a number of slightly different styles
& sizes
14 off MCC large plates with diameters typically around 25cm. NB in a number of slightly different
styles & sizes
4 off large framed prints each measuring circa 80cm x 95cm
Quantity of prints comprising 2 framed prints, 2 frames which appear unused & one picture which
is not framed
5 off assorted grey bowls plus 6 grey plates in 2 different sizes
14 assorted grey jugs, all assumed to be by MCC
21 off grey & green/grey dinner plates in assorted styles, typically 26cm diameter, some marked
RMC in 2 stacks
24 off grey/green grey side plates in assorted styles, typically 17cm diameter
8 off shallow bowls/plates in 2 different sizes, 21cm & 28cm diameter, mostly if not all marked MCC
Mixed crockery lot comprising 5 unusually shaped platters marked MCC (typically 40cm long) & 5
white round plates 27cm diameter
15 small MCC vases in 2 different colour schemes, all bar one of which include a dried flower
arrangement
8 assorted vases/ornamental items in 2 different sizes - this lot consists of 3 large vases/ornaments
& 5 small pots each with dried flower arrangement
22 off glass tumblers
9 wooden boards used for displaying food, cheese, etc - each measures approximately 30cm x 15cm
6 black metal flat baking sheets each measuring approximately 53cm x 32cm
The contents of a crate of sea shells - approximately 70 shells in total. NB crate excluded
Parallexx Excalibur food dehydrator
Portable digital thermometer system in case
Small crate of drinks pourers & other drinks making related items
Insect killer
10 assorted bottles of alcohol including 2 opened bottles of spirits plus bottle of Kahlua, 3 bottles of
still wine, 2 bottles of cider & 2 bottles of English sparking wine sold under AWRS number
XQAW00000101017
23 assorted bottles & tins of lager comprising 12 cans of Helles classic lager & 11 bottles of Alhambra
1925 lager sold under AWRS number XQAW00000101017
35 assorted cans of Cloudwater premium soda
23 bottles of alcohol free Bitburger Premium Pils
38 off 750ml bottles of Belu mineral water (still & sparkling)
Assorted mixers/soft drinks comprising 3 bottles of Britvic blackcurrant cordial (one opened), 24 off
250ml glass bottles of Coca Cola & 15 off 200ml glass bottles of Diet Coke
Fever Tree mixers comprising 22 off 200ml glass bottles of premium soda water & 29 off 200ml glass
bottles of premium ginger beer
Fever Tree mixers comprising 38 off 200ml glass bottles of Indian tonic water (low calorie), premium
Indian tonic water & premium lemonade
27 off 330ml glass bottles of Belu still natural mineral water
10 off 330ml bottles of Sassy Cidre & Cidre Rosé sold under AWRS number XQAW00000101017
Dualit coffee grinder (knock box in pictures excluded)
Stainless steel coffee knock box
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327 Mixed IT lot comprising 2 off desktop computers plus monitor, keyboard & mouse
328 Mixed AV lot comprising Behringer premium 8 input mixer model XENYX802, The t.amp TA1050
professional power amplifier, cables & more
329 4 off Ohm model BR5 speakers each including a wall bracket
330 Star Micronics C-Print 2 receipt printer plus box of consumables for use with same
331 Brother DCP-1612W multifunction printer
332 EPOS equipment comprising cash drawer, tablet holder & iZettle credit card device - no actual EPOS
terminal is included with this lot
333 Mixed IT lot including hubs, telephones, switches, cables & more
334 The contents of a crate of office items including Dymo label printer & thermometer
335 The contents of a bay of assorted giftware & similar including balloon weights, decorative items,
facemasks, coloured cloths, wristbands, invitation packs, vaping fluid & more. This lot comprises
the total contents of the bay, which is residual stock left over from a previous sale
336 8 off 25 litre tubs plus quantity of hose & other items
337 Electrolux floor standing twin well deep fat fryer system
338 True Refrigeration stainless steel refrigerated cabinet with hinged top access as well as hinged door
to front
339 2 off Arctic Chill 88 water coolers
340 Lincat mobile heavy-duty 6-ring gas hob system
341 Hotlock Corsair stainless steel mobile basin, max dimensions 90cm x 65cm x 70cm
342 Hobart Eco Max Plus stainless steel commercial dishwasher
343 Stainless steel commercial dishwasher
344 Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290 R1
345 Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290 R1
346 Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290 R1
347 Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290 R1
348 Williams stainless steel fridge model H5UC R290 R1
349 Williams stainless steel under counter fridge
350 Lincat large benchtop indoor gas barbeque system - please note all the knobs appear to be missing
351 Thermodyne stainless steel fast food warming pass
352 Winterhalter GS515 Energy+ commercial dishwasher including feeder table
353 Foster stainless steel commercial fridge model GS501HT
354 Foster stainless steel commercial fridge model LR410
355 Arctica stainless steel commercial fridge model HEA705
356 Electrolux stainless steel commercial freezer model RO4FSF4
357 Williams stainless steel commercial freezer
358 Gastronorm 90 stainless steel commercial fridge
359 Interlevin silver freezer. NB damaged door
360 Tefcold clear door display freezer model UF61380
361 Tefcold clear door display fridge model FS1380
362 LEC clear door display fridge model DR418
363 Tefcold white tall freezer model UF1380P
364 Husky stainless steel under counter freezer
365 Williams stainless steel under counter freezer model HA135SS
366 Stainless steel under counter fridge
367 Backbar/bottle fridge in stainless steel/chrome with clear door
368 Polar Refrigeration stainless steel under counter fridge model CD080
369 Williams stainless steel under counter fridge
370 Autonumis black clear door backbar/bottle fridge
371 Hobart Eco Max stainless steel dishwasher
372 Clenaware Systems stainless steel commercial dishwasher
373 Maidaid model C1035WS commercial dishwasher
374 Proton stainless steel commercial dishwasher
375 Scotsman AC176 large commercial ice maker
376 Lainox wide door double oven system (one stacked above the other) including trolley
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Gram stainless steel blast chiller with digital display, model KPS21CH-OPE5
Falcon 6-ring gas oven incorporating shelf above
Archway twin kebab/shawarma grill
Stainless steel floor standing table with small basin & tap system built into same
Stainless steel floor standing table with small basin & tap system built into same plus rubbish
compartment
Sharp commercial microwave model 1900W/R-24AT
Stainless steel twin tier table incorporating basin & taps
2 off unusually shaped stainless steel tables
Stainless steel twin tier table, max external dimensions approx 178cm x 70cm x 90cm
Mobile stainless steel table incorporating 5 shelf system bolted to top of same
Stainless steel twin tier table arrangement, max external dimensions approx 70cm x 70cm x 129cm
Stainless steel twin tier shelving system which appears to be designed for mounting on top of tables
& used as a serving pass
Falcon large overhead grill/salamander
Stainless steel twin tier table, max dimensions approx 100cm x 50cm x 77cm
Lockwood trolley with clear door to bottom section which incorporates 12 tray holding slots &
additional 6 slots above same
Tray holding trolley with 20 slots including 3 trays
Tray holding trolley with 20 slots including 18 trays
Tray holding trolley with 10 slots - no trays included with this lot
Stainless steel table which appears to be for use as a feeder table for commercial dishwashers,
incorporating tray holding slots below
Ice cream serving freezer plus 4 stainless steel containers
Sliding top chest freezer
2 off mobile spring loaded units for distributing dinner plates
2 off "sandwich" display boards
14 off matching large chairs in brown leather/leatherette. NB the chairs are all the same size & style
but the shade of brown varies from chair to chair
8 off bench seats each measuring approx 105cm long & 58cm deep
4 off table & bench seating arrangements, each comprising one table & 2 benches, the tables &
benches all measuring approx 160cm x 85cm. The furniture appears to be built out of some form of
composite which may well be suitable for outdoors as well as indoors. It should be noted these
items are very heavy & will need at least two individuals to be sent by the buyer for the purposes
of loading
Assorted furniture lot comprising small single pedestal café type table with marble type top & 4
velvet upholstered chairs in 2 different colours
4 off mobile barriers, which have the ability to link together to form 2 two-piece hinged barriers.
Each barrier has wheels at one end for easy manoeuvring
Lainox oven on tall stand
Hobart oven on tray holding stand including water filtration equipment
Adande VCR under counter single drawer prep station
Stainless steel, glass & black refrigerated display unit. NB damage to glass as pictured
Foster stainless steel large commercial twin door fridge model PROG1350H
Merrychef Mealstream EC501 multifunction stainless steel oven/microwave
Parry stainless steel compact commercial ice maker model PIM20
Polar Refrigeration stainless steel compact ice maker
Parry stainless steel compact commercial ice maker model PIM20
Parry stainless steel compact commercial ice maker model PIM20
Maidaid stainless steel compact ice maker model M22-51CE
Ice-o-matic stainless steel compact ice maker model ICEU035
Ice-o-matic stainless steel compact ice maker model ICEU035
Classeq model ECO2 stainless steel compact glass washer/dishwasher
Sharp model R-1900M stainless steel commercial microwave
Sharp model R-1900M stainless steel commercial microwave
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Winterhalter commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher
Toshiba twin fan inverter
Polar Refrigeration black backbar/bottle fridge with twin clear sliding doors
Polar Refrigeration black backbar/bottle fridge with twin clear sliding doors
Cooks Professional potato peeler
24 off white twin handled dishes circa 15cm diameter
LG Inverter Direct Drive 9kg washing machine
AEG silver tall single door fridge
Large clear top chest freezer circa 170cm long
Clear top chest freezer
Very large twin compartment chest freezer with 2 sets of twin clear sliding panels. Max dimensions
250 x 100cm
Large clear top chest freezer circa 180cm long. NB one small glass display panel missing as can be
seen in pictures
Stainless steel table, max dimensions circa 60 x 70 x 90cm
20 matching stacking chairs in white painted wood on chrome bases
2 off assorted air con units
Crypto Peerless EL20 heavy-duty commercial mixer including a total of 2 bowls, 3 whisks/paddles, 4
grating/mincing attachments & more
6 tables each measuring circa 122 x 61cm
Quantity of glass dishes & bowls
Quantity of salt & pepper shakers, milk jugs, gravy boats, ice cream jugs, 2 pots & more all in stainless
steel
11 off stainless steel teapots
Quantity of baskets, mats, trays, boards & similar
Quantity of mugs, plates, bowls & more
Sharp commercial microwave model 1900W/R-24AT
Commercial microwave
Small benchtop fryer
Panini/sandwich maker
Compact benchtop electric meat slicer
Hot water boiler/urn
Hot water boiler/urn
Princess multi-compartment warming unit
Quantity of assorted plastic jugs, bowls, containers, cake stand & more
2 boxes of assorted glasses & glassware
Quantity of cutlery including cutlery display tray
Quantity of assorted utensils comprising cardboard box & contents plus items immediately adjacent
to same as pictured
The contents of a bay of stainless steel & ceramic dishes/bowls, pots/pans & kettles
Lincat hot water boiler/urn with digital display
Mixed lot comprising 2 off assorted Kenwood mixers plus percolator
Stainless steel benchtop twin deep fat fryer
Parry stainless steel benchtop 4-bin bain marie
Russell Hobbs benchtop twin electric hob
The contents of a bay of assorted items including mini chalk boards, plastic bins, tape gun, fire
blankets, lighting & brush/mop handles
Williams stainless steel commercial blast chiller model WBC50
Williams stainless steel commercial fridge model HD1
Nisbets Essentials black single door commercial fridge model FB048
Fields & Pimblett stainless steel tall commercial fridge/freezer (unknown)
Gram stainless steel single door commercial fridge model K400
Tall clear door display fridge
KG400 tall clear door display fridge
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469 Silver twin door backbar/bottle fridge with twin clear doors. NB one of the handles is damaged as
can be seen in the photos
470 Osborne brown triple door backbar/bottle fridge. NB one of the doors is missing a handle as can be
seen in the pictures
471 Storm 35 stainless steel glass washer
472 Bakers Pride twin oven
473 Run of Angelo Po modular units comprising 4-ring hob, 3 off large open top units, griddle/plancha
unit & bain marie
474 Osborne dark brown clear door backbar/bottle fridge
475 Osborne dark brown clear door backbar/bottle fridge
476 Black clear door backbar/bottle fridge
477 Cool Head clear door compact freezer model RNG50G
478 Display chest freezer circa 170cm long
479 Gram Midi F425 stainless steel tall single door commercial freezer
480 Blizzard Blue Line Chill H400 tall single door fridge
481 Stainless steel twin tier corner table
482 Drop in serving counter - heated
483 Tefcold UR400S silver tall single door fridge
484 Whirlpool K40 stainless steel ice maker
485 Blue Seal model E47 pasta cooker
486 Adler model CF35DP compact stainless steel glass washer/small dishwasher. NB door unable to
open
487 Stainless steel & glass refrigerated drop in counter
488 Unusual metal frame table with thick top plus stainless steel mobile 4 column trolley & shelf
489 Follett large stainless steel commercial ice maker "base". NB no ice machine included
490 Foster stainless steel under counter fridge
491 Foster stainless steel under counter fridge
492 Black twin clear sliding door backbar/bottle fridge
493 Silver twin clear door backbar/bottle fridge
494 Black twin clear door backbar/bottle fridge
495 Tall white fridge
496 Tall white fridge
497 Large stainless steel fridge
498 Twin clear sliding door display fridge
499 2 assorted pieces of Angelo Po catering equipment comprising twin well fryer & cupboard
500 Polar compact ice machine
501 Frost-Tech stainless steel & glass open front display fridge
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